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Women’s Identity and Integrity: The Ideas Are in The Images 
 

The leading ladies in these two critically acclaimed and highly successful films 

created by Joseph L. Markiewicz portray women that we all can recognize and 

understand from our own life experience. Yet reliable studies related to the mental 

health of today’s young women speak of troubling states of anxiety and depression. 

As we will see in these dramas, it is often very difficult to separate the actress herself 

from the character she plays. We love them both as one person. In their authentic 

portrayals of their characters, these actresses endear themselves to us in a mysterious 

way.  
 

The women in these film stories are on a journey of self-discovery. At every turn 

they use their gifts of intelligence, heart and free will to make choices and life 

decisions in true freedom.  
 

These women do not appear to us as passive victims of a fate over which they have 

no control. They triumph over adversity with their personhood intact. With one 

exception, which is tragically portrayed in All About Eve, these women grow in their 

identity as persons of integrity.  
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For Discussion Leaders: Taking Full Advantage of the Universal 

Appeal of Classic Films 

Different aspects of film artistry will appeal to each viewer in a unique way. To meet 

the varied needs of each group session participant, we have included discussion 

handouts that feature (1) film history and background facts, (2) the film’s artistry in 
direction, dialogue and performance, and (3) discussion points on the deep 

existential questions of love and life dramatized in the film. Exploring all of these 

aspects of the art of classic cinema can result in an unforgettable group or classroom 

discussion. Special features covered in each of the eight films studies include: “Film 

Facts,” “Film Critic’s Corner,” “Character Profile,” “Post Viewing Discussion,” and 
“Reflections.” 

 

Below is one example from All About Eve of a topic for discussion. 

Social Beings or Autonomous Selves? – All About Eve as a  

Case Study in Human Flourishing 
 

All About Eve won the Oscar for the best picture of 1950 and is considered one of 

the top best films of all time by film critics and fans. 

 

In All About Eve, we 

see a woman bent on 

success in the theater 

who will do anything 

short of murder to 

accomplish her goals. 

Ultimately the mask 

she wears so well will 

fall, but in the 

meantime the other 

characters (and the 

audience) confront the 

truth that she is a toxic 

person.  
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The Feminine Soul 

 

 

A Letter to Three Wives 
(1949) 

 
Directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz 
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A Letter to Three Wives 
With this 1949 film viewers enter the postwar American culture of the late 1940s. Three 

women friends receive a letter from Addie Ross, a single woman in their social set, who 

informs them that she has run off with one of their husbands. 

Deborah and her husband, Brad, have 

fallen in love and married during the 

war. Deborah can’t let go of the 
insecurity that she feels because she 

grew up on a farm. She feels 

inadequate to the task of being the 

wife of wealthy man in a small town 

atmosphere.  

Rita has married George, her 

childhood sweetheart, but now she struggles with a career that seems to take constant 

priority over her husband and her home.  

Lora Mae, a girl from the “wrong side of the tracks” marries her wealthy boss and thinks 

that wealth and social position are all she needs or wants.  

As the film unfolds, each woman reflects on her relationship with her husband and 

wonders if he is the one who has run off with Addie Ross.  

Film Facts: A Letter to Three Wives 
Year:   1949 

Starring:  Jeanne Crain, Linda Darnell, Ann Southern, Kirk Douglas and Paul Douglas 

Director:  Joseph L. Mankiewicz 

Screenwriter:  Joseph L. Mankiewicz 

Viewing Time:  103 Minutes 

Setting:  Upstate New York 

Production Company:  20th Century Fox 

Academy Awards:   

• Best Director, Joseph L. 

Mankiewicz 

• Best Writing, Screenplay, Joseph 

L. Mankiewicz 

Academy Award Nominations:   

• Best Picture 
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Film Critic’s Corner 
Award winning writer and director Joseph 

L. Mankiewicz creates a timeless and 

charming character study of three women 

and the men they have married in post war 

America. The women reflect on a letter they 

have received from glamourous and 

sophisticated Addie Ross, a woman all three 

of their husbands admire. Addie informs 

them by letter that she has run off that 

morning with one of their husbands. The 

actresses playing the three wives: Jeanne 

Crain as Deborah, Linda Darnell as Lora Mae and Anne Southern as Rita, were 

popular and well-known to the audiences of the day. 

 

Joe Mankiewicz: Master of Social Commentary in  

Hollywood’s Golden Age 

Mankiewicz speaks through his characters on the 

strains that the drive for success and material goods 

could place on a marriage in post war America.  

Many other films of the 1940s picked up on this 

theme. 

 

 

 

Legendary leading man Kirk Douglas in his 

portrayal of George Phips, Rita’s intellectual 
schoolteacher husband, gives voice to the 

filmmaker’s views on the crass 
commercialism he saw in the radio soap 

operas of the day. The concern Mankiewicz 

had to maintain high standards for literacy in 

popular entertainment can be echoed today. 

Some film critics have noted the decline in 

the literary quality of the scripts in 

contemporary films. Joseph Mankiewicz was recognized for his writing and 

directing with an Oscar two years in a row in 1949 with A Letter to Three Wives and 

in 1950 with All about Eve. 
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Character Profiles – Deborah, Rita, and Lora Mae  

 

Deborah, Rita and Lora Mae reflect on their relationship with the men they have 

married and wonder if it is their husband who has run off with Addie Ross.  

Deborah Bishop remembers how insecure 

she still feels as she compares herself to the 

sophisticated Addie. As a Navy Wave, she 

and Brad and everybody else were in the 

same boat during the war and class 

differences were not important. Now she 

recalls the embarrassment of struggling to 

fix up an old dress to wear for her first 

appearance at the town country club with 

her husband. Is it Brad who has run off with 

Addie? 

 

 

Rita Phipps remembers that in her 

ambition to earn money writing for 

radio soap operas she has, however 

unintentionally, neglected her 

husband George. Rita recalls the 

disastrous dinner party when all of 

her machinations to get him a better 

paying job failed because he is a man 

of integrity. Has George left her for 

the more thoughtful and attentive 

Addie?  

 

 

Lora Mae recalls how she manipulated her 

hard-boiled boss into marriage with the 

skillful use of her sex appeal.  Has her 

marriage to Porter, - based on each  of them 

“getting what they want” - now come to an 

end? 
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Post Viewing Discussion on A Letter to Three Wives 
Joe Mankiewicz highlights a timeless truth about our human nature: Sometimes it 

takes a crisis in our relationships to cause us to think more deeply about our own 

character flaws.  

Discuss how each woman resolves her issues with her husband in the 

film’s final scenes.  
 

Deborah receives an unexpected 

gift of kindness from Porter 

Hollingsway. She is relieved of 

her chronic insecurity as Porter 

overcomes his pride and speaks 

with her in honesty and humility.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rita’s reflections help her to gain the 
courage she needs to confront her boss 

and stand up for herself and her 

marriage. Analyze how Rita decisively 

achieves the delicate balance of home 

and career. 
 

 

If you said anything, I just didn’t hear it. 

 

Lora Mae realizes that the things she fought 

so hard to get are not the things she really 

wants. 
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Reflections on A Letter to Three Wives 

 
Gaining the wisdom to live in the present moment with those we love 

Deborah, Rita, and Lora Mae use their wit and intelligence to overcome blind spots 

in their relationships with their husbands. 

 

 

 

 

Deborah overcomes the anxieties 

about her past. In her case, the 

gallantry of another man provides 

the perspective she needs. 

 

 

 

 

Rita learns to strike a better 

balance between home and 

career. 

 

 

 

 

Lora Mae allows authentic 

love to come into her 

marriage. 
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All About Eve 
All About Eve is celebrated for its 

brilliant character portrayals of 

personalities in the theater. But with 

further reflection, we realize that 

although the action takes place in the 

culture of the theater, the lessons in 

human nature depicted in the film are 

universal and timeless. 

 

 

Film Facts: All About Eve 

Year: 1950 

 

Starring: Bette Davis, Anne Baxter, Celeste Holm, Gary Merrill, George Sanders, 

Thelma Ritter 

 

Screenwriter/Director: Joseph L. Mankiewicz 

 

Viewing Time: 138 minutes 

 

Setting: The theatre district in New York City 

 

All About Eve received a record 14 Oscar nominations and won six, including Best Picture. It 
is the only film in Hollywood history 
to receive four female acting 
nominations - Bette Davis and Anne 
Baxter for Best Actress, Celeste 
Holm and Thelma Ritter for Best 
Supporting Actress. Widely 
considered to be one of the greatest 
films of all time, All About Eve was 
one of the first 50 films selected for 
preservation in the  National Film 
Registry “as culturally, historically, 
and aesthetically significant." 
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Film Critics Corner:  A Theatrical Spotlight on the Human Condition 

 In  the decades since All About Eve won the 

Oscar for Best Picture in 1950  there is 

abundant commentary on what this film says 

about our human condition. Some 

commentators focus on the film’s witty 
portrayal of Joseph Mankiewicz’s attitude and 
feelings  about the theater. Yet All About Eve 

holds its place as one of the greatest films in 

movie history by its hard grip on human nature 

in or outside the subculture of the theater. Gary 

Merrill’s character, Bill Sampson, is often 
expressing the thoughts about reality and life given to him by Joseph Mankiewicz 

himself, such as when Bill tells Margo “we’re adapting to what is laughingly called 
our environment.” 

 

Celeste Holm who plays Karen, sums up the 

film as a story about women. As Celeste put 

it, women are not as simple as men. They 

have complexities. Celeste confirms what we 

all see, the character of Birdie is the first 

person who helps the audience begin to grasp 

the truth about Eve. 

 

We see the characters both as they 

want to appear and as they really are. 

Some of the characters show their 

authenticity, some hide the depth of 

their true intentions, and others are 

just shallow and superficial. 
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Post-Viewing Discussion on All About Eve 

 

The film deftly moves the characters around in the narrative according to what  - at 

any given point in the story - they know or don’t know about Eve. Each character 
relates uniquely to her based on their personal level of both practicality and charity. 

 

Discuss how each of these characters responds to Eve. 

 

Being a very practical and 

experienced person, Birdie catches 

onto Eve’s schemes early into the 

film. 

 

 

 

Karen, who is a naturally kind and 

generous person, falls for Eve’s fake 
story and takes her under her wing. 

 

 

Margo’s pride and insecurity keep her from both seeing the truth, and then 
communicating the truth affectively once she knows it. 
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Post-Viewing Discussion  (continued) 

 

 

 

Bill is fooled by Eve for a 

while, but although he is 

taken in, he shows his 

integrity by acting as Margo’s 
conscience and calling her 

back to her better self. 

 

 

 

 

 

Lloyd’s ego makes him easily 
fooled by Eve. It leads him to put 

his artistic work higher than loyalty 

and friendship. He even puts his 

marriage to Karen at risk. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Addison DeWitt sees right 

through Eve and talks to her 

“killer to killer” as he lets her 
know that he knows all about 

her. 
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For further discussion: Eve has received the 

highest honor of her profession. This should be 

a night of triumph. Yet from the moment she 

accepts her award, we can see Eve is not a 

happy and fulfilled woman. Discuss the events 

in the film that trace Eve’s manipulative path to 
what she thinks will make her happy.  

 

 

 

 

Only some of us in the audience are on to Eve at 
this point in the story.   
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Addison DeWitt observes Eve trying to 
seduce Bill. 

 
 
 
 

 

Eve finds out she has failed to deceive 
Addison DeWitt. 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Eve is ultimately alone. 
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For questions regarding the implementation of EGI’s 

classic film study guides, please contact: 

 

 

Onalee McGraw, PhD, Director 

Educational Guidance Institute 

Email: egiatthemovies@gmail.com 

Visit us at: www.educationalguidanceinstitute.com  

Blog: https://dronaleemcgraw.wixsite.com/classicfilms 

Amazon: Search Dr. Onalee McGraw for author page 

 

Please share your thoughts with us! 
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